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Extending “Assessment
of Tesla Turbine Performance”
Model for Sensitivity-Focused
Experimental Design
The analytical model of Carey is extended and clarified for modeling Tesla turbine per-
formance. The extended model retains differentiability, making it useful for rapid evalua-
tion of engineering design decisions. Several clarifications are provided including a
quantitative limitation on the model’s Reynolds number range; a derivation for output
shaft torque and power that shows a match to the axial Euler Turbine Equation; eliminat-
ing the possibility of tangential disk velocity exceeding inlet working fluid velocity; and
introducing a geometric nozzle height parameter. While nozzle geometry is limited to a
slot providing identical flow velocity to each channel, variable nozzle height enables this
velocity to be controlled by the turbine designer as the flow need not be choked. To illus-
trate the utility of this improvement, a numerical study of turbine performance with
respect to variable nozzle height is provided. Since the extended model is differentiable,
power sensitivity to design parameters can be quickly evaluated—a feature important
when the main design goal is maximizing measurement sensitivity. The derivatives indi-
cate two important results. First, the derivative of power with respect to Reynolds number
for a turbine in the practical design range remains nearly constant over the whole lami-
nar operating range. So, for a given working fluid mass flow rate, Tesla turbine power
output is equally sensitive to variation in working fluid physical properties. Second, tur-
bine power sensitivity increases as wetted disk area decreases; there is a design trade-off
here between maximizing power output and maximizing power sensitivity.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4037967]

Introduction

This paper extends the work of Carey and colleagues [1–3] to
illustrate how Tesla turbine performance equations outlined
therein inform practical design of a novel experimental turbine. A
unique Tesla turbine was designed to experimentally measure the
impact of a single design variable on power output. In turbine
design, the goal is typically to maximize power generation, and it
is therefore advantageous to select turbine parameters that maxi-
mize shaft power output. However, the purpose of this current
work is to study how small parameter changes impact shaft power.
Thus, the present study seeks to maximize sensitivity of shaft
power to a selected design variable; mathematically, the magni-
tude of the partial derivate of shaft power with respect to the
modulated variable. Thus, conventional Tesla turbine design
approaches, which fix variables to maximize power output, have
limited utility for the present experimental design. Instead, a dif-
ferentiable closed-form analytical model relating geometric and
working fluid parameters to Tesla turbine performance is needed.

The Tesla turbine was patented in 1913 [4]. Early attempts exist
in the hobby literature to develop closed-form analytical solutions
relating geometric and working fluid parameters to Tesla turbine
performance [5,6]. The extensive Tesla turbine work of Rice and
colleagues [7–11] and experiments of others [12–18] provide a
rich foundation as do recent review articles [19,20]. A resurgent
interest in Tesla turbines for their ability to process two-phase and
particulate-laden working fluid characteristic of renewable energy
systems (for example, working fluid of low thermodynamic

quality from solar [21] or geothermal [22] sources as well as bio-
mass combustion products [23]) has also motivated a number of
theoretical studies and computational fluid dynamic modeling
[24–29]. Other Tesla-type turbine research also exists. Barbarelli
et al. [30], for example, posits a tangential flow turbine with a
rotating channel containing five deflectors with possibility to
achieve higher performance at low rotational velocity compared
to conventional turbines. For other low-quality flows, such as low-
head flows, use of a propeller pump instead of a conventional tur-
bine is suggested [31]. However, the general focus of this whole
body of Tesla turbine and related work is measuring and maximiz-
ing turbine power output.

While other closed-form analytical Tesla turbine models are
available [32], we feel the work by Carey [1] represents the most
easily modified differentiable closed-form analytical model relat-
ing geometric and working fluid parameters to Tesla turbine per-
formance. It is therefore extended, utilized, and evaluated in this
work, and the resulting new findings are reported.

Background

Carey’s derivation begins with the Navier–Stokes equations in
cylindrical coordinates applied to the rotating disk of a Tesla tur-
bine [1,2]. It results in the following form for bW n;Re�mð Þ, the
dimensionless tangential velocity difference between the disk
rotor and fluid inside the turbine at any radial location

bW nð Þ ¼ e
24n2

Re�m

n
Re�m
24

e
�24n2

Re�m þ bWo �
Re�m
24

e
�24
Re�m

� �
(1)

where n¼ r/ro is a dimensionless radial disk location; bWo is the
dimensionless relative disk/fluid velocity at the disk outer radius
(n¼ 1); and Re�m is a modified Reynolds number
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Re�m ¼
2b _mc

plr2
o

(2)

The following turbine and working fluid parameters are then set:
_mc, ni, b, x, and �vh;o, which facilitates solution for bW n;Re�mð Þ.

Carey goes on to derive an expression for turbine efficiency

g ¼ 1�
bWi þ ni

� �
nibWo þ 1

� � (3)

but an expression for turbine shaft power is not expressly given in
Carey’s paper [1].

Model Improvements

This work extends and clarifies the model of Carey [1],
preserving its utility for Tesla turbine design by maintaining its
differentiable closed-form analytical nature, by addressing the
following five points:

� Identifying the model’s Reynolds number limitation.
� Explaining how to obtain torque output by the turbine shaft.
� Developing an expression for Tesla turbine output shaft

power.
� Introducing a simple nozzle geometric height parameter to

obtain �vnozzle.
� Showing importance of checking maximum turbine rota-

tional velocity.

Since these improvements preserve the differentiability and
closed-form analytical nature of Eq. (3), efficiency (dimensionless
power) can be differentiated with respect to n and Re�m to ascertain
the sensitivity of turbine power output to each of these variable
parameters. The location where the magnitude of @g=@n is largest
corresponds to the design point providing the highest sensitivity
of power with respect to geometric disk parameters. The location
where the magnitude of @g=@Re�m is largest corresponds to the
design point providing the highest sensitivity of power with
respect to working fluid thermodynamic properties. Maximum
sensitivity locations in the design space correspond to dimensions
and working fluid selections where a turbine should ideally be
designed to provide the largest response to a changed experimen-
tal parameter to provide for more facile practical experimental
measurement.

Model Reynolds Number Limitation. Two Reynolds numbers
are presented in the Carey paper [1]. The first, Re�m, corresponds
to Eq. (2) above, derived specifically for use in Eq. (1). The sec-
ond, Rem, is a more general Reynolds number based on mass flow
rate and arising from nondimensionalization of the Navier–Stokes
equations. This later more general Reynolds number is built up
from the geometry for fluid flow between infinite flat plates. The
two Reynolds numbers have the following relationship:

2b

ro
Rem ¼ Re�m (4)

According to White, for the specific geometry of channels
between flat plates, turbulent transition occurs at about Rem �
2000 [33]. Since the Carey model uses the laminar friction factor
to quantify momentum transfer between the working fluid and
disks, the effective valid Reynolds number range for model appli-
cation is

0 < Rem ¼
_mc

plro
< 2000 (5a)

0 < Re�m ¼
2b _mc

plr2
o

<
2b 2000

ro
(5b)

where Rem ¼ Re�m ¼ 0 represents no working fluid flow and math-
ematically causes Eq. (1) to return a null result.

Tesla Turbine Shaft Torque. Unlike internal combustion
engines or conventional axial turbines, Tesla turbines typically
deliver power at low torque and high rotational velocity, making
it challenging to match their output to conventional generators or
pumps [34,35]. Since rotational velocity is a set parameter in
Carey’s approach, generated torque is calculable from output shaft
power

C ¼
_W

x
(6)

Tesla Turbine Shaft Power. The conventional approach to
derive turbine output shaft power for an axial turbine is applica-
tion of the Euler Turbine Equation to working fluid inducing rota-
tion of individual blades. However, in a Tesla turbine, the
working fluid flows almost parallel to the disks instead of at near
right angles. So, it is not intuitive that the Euler Turbine Equation
can be applied.

Returning to steady-state Reynolds transport theorem for con-
servation of rotational momentum applied to working fluid inter-
acting with a single disk yields the desired result. As shown in
Fig. 1, a component of the working fluid, �vh;i, exits tangent to
the disk inner radius at all locations; although, the fluid flux at var-
ious locations may not be equal. This creates a boundary condition
that appears complex to evaluate at firs. However, the integrated
mathematical cross product in the Reynolds transport theorem
resolves the complex condition into a vector of rotation about the
turbine shaft X

�C ¼
ð

cs

q �r � �V½ � �V � bnð ÞdA (7a)

X
�C ¼ _m �r � �V½ �i � �r � �V½ �o

� �
(7b)

Noting Eq. (6) and that the cross products in Eq. (7b) induce rota-
tion about the turbine shaft, the vectors can be dropped to obtain

Fig. 1 Velocity vectors at the inlet and outlet of the Tesla
turbine
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_W ¼ xC ¼ _mx vh;oro � vh;irið Þ (8a)

_W ¼ _m vh;oUo � vh;iUið Þ (8b)

Equation (8b) for a Tesla turbine does ultimately match the Euler
turbine equation for an axial turbine. However, it was not
intuitive without the derivation that the Tesla turbine and
axial turbine expressions should match despite their differing
geometries.

Nozzle Geometry Parameter to Obtain �vh; o: In the model of
Carey [1], _mc, ni, x, and �vh;o are all user-defined parameters. If
care is not exercised, the tangential velocity of the turbine disk at
the inlet (set by ni and x) can exceed the tangential inlet working
fluid velocity �vh;o and lead the model to return unphysical results.
Also, careless combinations of _mc and �vh;o can imply need for
nozzle throat areas on the scale of nanometers, which would be
difficult to implement in practical fabrication.

Instead of setting _mc and �vh;o, which can lead to both types of
problems, it is recommend to set _m and use a geometric nozzle
parameter, h, to calculate �vnozzle and ultimately �vh;o. As shown in
Fig. 2, the nozzle orifice is treated as a rectangular slot with width
defined by b, t, and n and height by h. With the inlet nozzle width
fixed by choice of disk number, disk thickness, and disk spacing;
nozzle inlet area is determined via a user-defined nozzle height
parameter, h. This approach avoids erroneously selecting a nozzle
velocity and mass flow rate requiring a nanometer diameter nozzle
orifice. When designing a functioning Tesla turbine, _m can be
measured directly by determining the mass flow rate of working
fluid available from the source (i.e., the compressor for a Brayton
cycle turbine, the working fluid boiling rate for a Rankine cycle
turbine, or the pump for a hydrodynamic turbine). From mass con-
servation, the resulting _mc and �vnozzle are

_mc ¼
_m

n� 1
(9)

�vnozzle ¼
_m

qh ntþ ðn� 1Þb½ � (10)

where the working fluid density is a state property determined
from the measured Tesla turbine nozzle pressure and temperature.

As seen in Fig. 1, �vnozzle can be trigonometrically deconstructed
into two velocity vector components (�vh;o and �vk;o) with respect to
the polar coordinate reference frame of the disk. The tangential
velocity component, �vh;o, appears in Eqs. (8a) and (8b) imparting
rotation to the turbine disks. The radial velocity component, �vk;o,
causes the fluid to move from the outer to the inner disk radius,
inducing the Tesla turbine’s characteristic spiral-shaped internal
flow pattern. From mass continuity (Eq. (9) in Carey [1])

�vk;r ¼ �
_mc

2prbq
(11)

and from trigonometry

�vh;o ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�vnozzleð Þ2 � �vk;oð Þ2

q
(12)

The denominator of Eq. (10) requires additional care because it
yields �vnozzle corresponding to the nozzle throat flow velocity and
not the flow velocity entering the interdisk channels, �vh;channel. By
continuity, the flow must speed up as it enters the interdisk chan-
nels since the disks create a barrier reducing the available flow
area by n� h� t below the nozzle throat area. Carey [1] clarifies
that �vh;o is the intended velocity in the model, “… the tangential
velocity at the rotor inlet is at or just above the [nozzle] throat
sonic speed,” which is confirmed by evaluating inlet conditions of
the turbine evaluated in Carey. The speed of sound in steam at the
modeled turbine inlet conditions (150 kPa and 436 K) is c¼ 511.3
m/s. Holding working fluid density constant to illustrate the case,
Eqs. (10)–(12) together yield �vh;o ¼ 478:04 m=s (subsonic) while
�vh;channel ¼ 741:90 m=s (supersonic). The fluid is able to acceler-
ate into the interdisk turbine channels without actually crossing
the sound barrier owing to the change in reference frame relative
motion at the disk threshold. When the fluid is in the nozzle, the
relative speed between the fluid and the nozzle arises from the flu-
id’s velocity alone. By contrast, the linear speed of the disks is an
appreciable fraction of the fluid’s velocity. So, the fluid’s refer-
ence frame changes as it passes into the inter disk channels from a
fixed frame to a moving surrounding, resulting in a subsonic
velocity relative to the tangential rotational velocity of the disks
(741:90 m=s� 247:56 m=s ¼ 494:35 m=s). The situation is simi-
lar to supersonic jets whose turbulent eddies are eliminated by
enveloping the jet in co-flow that is both subsonic with respect to
the central jet and to the quiescent surrounding air [36]. In a Tesla
turbine, near-sonic flow from the nozzle can accelerate into the
interdisk channels without violating continuity and without going
supersonic because the relative velocity between the rotating disks
and the flow is subsonic.

Availability of a nozzle geometric parameter, h, enables sensitiv-
ity of shaft power to be evaluated by mathematical derivative of
power with respect to a nozzle dimension. Nozzle geometry is
among the most important practical parameters influencing perform-
ance of Tesla turbines [1,2] as well as other turbomachinery devices
[37], but nozzle geometry is absent in Carey’s original model. With
this modification, its influence can now be evaluated as part of a
model that is a differentiable and closed-form analytical equation.

Maximum Turbine Rotational Velocity. Turbine rotational
velocity, x, remains a user-defined parameter in the revised model.
However, �vh;o is now established based on the available measured
working fluid mass flow rate and nozzle geometry instead of being
arbitrarily set as in the Carey [1] model. In Carey, both mass flow
rate and disk rotational velocity are free parameters, which creates
the possibility of selecting a disk tangential velocity that exceeds
the nozzle inlet velocity. There exists a practical upper bound on
turbine rotational velocity because it is not physically possible for
the disk tip speed to exceed working fluid flow velocity at the inlet
[38,39]; this limit is enforced in the revised model

rox ¼ Uo 	 �vh;o (13)

Results and Discussion

It is first shown that the extended model returns results in agree-
ment with Carey’s original. Second, the extended model’s utility
for design is illustrated by taking derivatives to determine
sensitivity of efficiency (dimensionless power output) to selected
variable parameters.Fig. 2 Nozzle orifice schematic
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Table 1 shows results from the extended model in comparison
to the original model presented by Carey [1] for performance of a
Tesla turbine in a solar-fired Rankine cycle using water as work-
ing fluid. The “STEAM_IAPWS” model in engineering equation
solver was used to fix the working fluid inlet state (P ¼150 kPa
and T ¼ 436 K) [40,41]. At this fixed thermodynamic state, Carey
reports l ¼ 1.34� 10�5 kg/m-s; according to STEAM_IAPWS,
the value should be l ¼ 1.47� 10�5 kg/m-s. Carey also reports
U0 ¼ 207 m/s; however, calculating this value using Carey’s
method yields U0 ¼ 248 m/s. When corrected for the calculation
inconsistencies, the extended model with Carey’s numbers agrees
with Carey’s results within 6.4%.

As an additional comparison between Carey’s work and the
extended model, turbine efficiency (dimensionless power) is plot-
ted in Fig. 3 as a function of n from 0 < n < 1 over the laminar
Reynolds number range, Eq. (5a), in increments of 300. The
selected range of n encompasses disk geometries ranging from
extremely radially thin disks with large central exit port (n � 1) to
radially wide disks with small central exit port (n � 0). As
expected, wider turbine disks (n! 0) correspond to high power
output because they present more surface area for momentum
exchange with the working fluid and the fluid is in contact with
the disk over a longer flow path before exiting the turbine. This
outcome is identical to the results of Carey [1].

Turbine Performance: Varying Nozzle Height Versus Mass
Flow Rate. Figure 4 illustrates the utility of adding a variable
nozzle height parameter to the Tesla turbine model from both the
perspective of a designer and an end user. In Carey’s [1] original
model, which assumed choked nozzle flow with no ability to mod-
ulate nozzle area, there is no way for a designer or end user to
adjust turbine power output by changing working mass flow rate,
_m. In the extended model where choked flow is not assumed,

changing _m simultaneously influences �vk;r [via Eq. (11)] and �vh;o
[via Eqs. (10) and (12)], yielding an exponential fall-off in turbine
efficiency with slight reduction in _m. By contrast, reducing the
nozzle height, h, at fixed _m induces a linear increase in turbine
power output because only �vh;o is influenced with no change in
�vk;r . The flexibility created by adding a variable h to the model is
interesting for multiple reasons. First, changing �vh;o at fixed �vk;r

by varying h at fixed _m influences the angle at which working
fluid impinges on the turbine blades with velocity �vnozzle at the
inlet, changing the shape of the spiraling fluid flow path between
turbine blades. By adjusting h, a turbine designer can plan for and
influence working fluid residence time inside the turbine, which
can be important for minimizing disk damage owing to particu-
lates in the flow or controlling heat transfer to the turbine housing.
Second, it is known anecdotally that varying nozzle geometry is
critical to optimizing Tesla turbine performance [42,43], and this

Table 1 Results of comparison between the original Tesla turbine analytical model [1] and the extended model of the present
work

Variable Units Carey [1] Extended model % difference Extended model—Carey#’s % difference

Pinlet (kPa) 150 150 0.0 150 0.0
Tinlet (K) 436 436 0.0 436 0.0
lwater (kg/m-s) 1.34� 10�5 1.47� 10�5 10.5 1.34� 10�5 0.0
n ( ) 18 18 0.0 18 0.0
x (rpm) 12,000 12,000 0.0 12,000 0.0
_m (kg/s) 0.0421 0.0421 0.0 0.0421 0.0

b (m) 0.001 0.001 0.0 0.001 0.0
ro (m) 0.197 0.197 0.0 0.197 0.0
ri (m) 0.0395 0.0395 0.0 0.0395 0.0
Uo (m/s) 207 248 �19.6 207 0.0bWo ( ) 0.931 0.931 0.0 0.931 0.0
n ( ) 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.0
Rem ( ) 281 272.21 3.1 298.62 �6.3
Re�m ( ) 2.85 2.76 3.0 3.03 �6.4bWi ( ) 0.595 0.575 3.3 0.632 �6.2
gm ( ) 0.918 0.967 �5.4 0.951 �3.6

Fig. 3 Tesla turbine efficiency dependence on the ratio of rotor disk radii and Reynolds
number. This result is consistent with plots in Carey [1].
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analysis reveals the reason. The linear change in turbine perform-
ance arising from adjusting h provides a more predictable and less
fastidious means to optimize turbine performance than the nonlin-
ear response induced by adjusting _m.

Derivatives to Assess Power Sensitivity for Design. The most
important benefit of the extended Tesla turbine performance
model for experimental design is the capability to evaluate its
derivatives, @g=@n and @g=@Re�m. Their magnitude maxima
within the viable ranges of n and Re�m indicate maximum sensitiv-
ity of power to variable experimental parameters influencing n
and Re�m. The derivative @g=@n is the following:

@g
@n
¼ � nbWo þ 1

48

Re�m
bWo �

Re�m
24

� �
e

24 n2�1ð Þ
Re�m þ 2

" #
(14)

Figure 5 shows @g=@n as a function of n plotted for a range
of Re�m values at increments of 300. The derivatives cluster for
0 < n 	 0:5 for all Reynolds numbers but begin to disperse over
0:5 < n 	 0:85 and achieve large relative magnitude beyond
0:85 < n. However, this regime corresponds to low turbine blade
wetted area and low power output with efficiencies below 60% for

all Rem (see Fig. 3, n< 0.85). In other words, disks with less wet-
ted area provide greater experimental sensitivity. Typical turbine
design emphasizes maximum power, i.e., Tesla turbines with large
wetted disk area. There is therefore an engineering design trade-
off here to be considered: decreasing disk wetted area to increase
experimental sensitivity will simultaneously lower the turbine’s
total power output.

The derivative @g=@Re�m is the following:

@g
@Re�m

¼ � 1bWo þ 1

(
1

24

� 24

Re�m
2

bWo �
Re�m
24

� �
n2 � 1
� �

þ 1

24

" #
e

24ðn2�1Þ
Re�m

)
(15)

Figure 6 shows @g=@Rem as a function of Rem plotted for a range
of n values at increments of 0.1. For n ¼ 0:9 and n ¼ 0:8, the
derivative magnitude is relatively large at low Reynolds number.
The figure shows the derivative magnitude to be largest at n¼ 0.9
and Rem � 200. This locus of maximized sensitivity corresponds
to low turbine power output and is not a practical design point.
Moreover, for practical n values, such as for n 	 0:6 (disks with
relatively high wetted area), and especially over 500 < Rem

< 2000, the derivative is relatively flat, indicating little power
sensitivity difference to Reynolds number across the laminar
range. In short, Tesla turbine power output in the practical operat-
ing range is equally sensitive to changes in working fluid physical
properties (i.e., density and viscosity) over the laminar Reynolds
number range. From Fig. 6, Tesla turbine power output is almost
insensitive to working fluid Reynolds number because the deriva-
tive in Eq. (15) is relatively small over the laminar Reynolds num-
ber operating range. Thus, for a given fixed turbine geometry and
working fluid mass flow rate, variation in Tesla turbine power out-
put is not significantly impacted by variation in working fluid
Reynolds number in the laminar range. Because of the way Re�m
influences Eq. (3) substantial differences in density or viscosity
that change Reynolds number by more than three orders of magni-
tude at fixed turbine geometry (fixed n) induce a relatively small
(less than one order of magnitude) change in efficiency (dimen-
sionless power). For example, at n¼ 0.2, g Re�m ¼ 3:5½ � ¼ 97:85%
while g Re�m ¼ 1800½ � ¼ 56:01% (see Fig. 3). This finding con-
trasts the observed and measured behavior of conventional small
aero-derived turbines operating in the laminar range whose power
output is highly sensitive to even slight changes in Reynolds num-
ber [44–46]. There is therefore another engineering trade-off here

Fig. 4 Tesla turbine efficiency dependence on nozzle height,
h, and mass flow rate, _m , differs due to the way these parame-
ters impact �v h;o and �v k ;r

Fig. 5 The derivative of turbine efficiency (dimensionless power) with respect to n plotted for
laminar Reynolds numbers
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in working fluid selection. Fluids with high viscosity (low Rem)
drive up turbine efficiency. However, high viscosity fluids also
incur higher parasitic energy losses than low viscosity fluids as
they traverse the pipes and valves feeding the turbine. Figure 6
also informs another engineering benefit of Tesla turbines. Nearly
constant Tesla turbine power sensitivity to Reynolds number for
designs with wider turbine disks (n! 0) and larger wetted areas
also makes Tesla turbines attractive for power extraction scenarios
where the viscosity or density (and hence Reynolds number) of
working fluid changes intermittently and uncontrollably during
operation; for example, in a terrestrial solar-fired power cycle or
in space-based applications where the system is rapidly cycling
between solar exposure and shade [47]. In the low sensitivity
(n! 0) design regime, Tesla turbine output power will change
nominally and predictably despite large and uncontrolled changes
in working fluid.

Conclusions

This work extends and clarifies the analytical model of Carey [1]
to describe the performance of a Tesla turbine. The extended model
retains the key feature of being a differentiable closed-form analyt-
ical equation to evaluate turbine shaft power output given user-
determined geometric inputs of r0, ri; n; t, b, and h; working fluid
parameters of _mc, q, and l; as well as the turbine rotational veloc-
ity, x. A limitation on the model’s viable Reynolds number range
expressly stated, 0 < Rem ¼ _mc=plro < 2000. An expression for
output shaft torque is also derived. The equation for Tesla turbine
output shaft power is derived from first principles and shown to
match the Euler Turbine Equation for power output of axial tur-
bines. This outcome is not intuitive given differences between
Tesla turbines and conventional axial turbines with respect to flow
geometry and fluid–disk interaction. A check is introduced in the
extended model to eliminate possibility that careless selected
inputs could give tangential turbine disk velocity at the inlet
exceeding tangential working fluid inlet velocity, which is physi-
cally impossible. A geometric nozzle parameter, h, is introduced to
prevent selection of variables leading to a nozzle throat with
unphysical dimensions on the order of nanometers or smaller. In
addition, introduction of h allows a designer to model in advance
nozzle geometry impacts on turbine performance, influencing
working fluid impingement angle, the curl of its spiral path, and its
residence time. Despite these many changes, the extended model
agrees with results published by Carey [1] within 6.4%.

The extended model predicts turbine disks with larger wetted
area (n! 0) correspond to higher power output. This result,

which agrees with the Carey [1] analysis, is intuitive because
these disks present more surface area for momentum exchange
with the working fluid and the fluid is in contact with the disk
over a longer travel path before exiting the turbine.

The extended Tesla turbine model is differentiated with respect
to n or Re�m to evaluate maximum power sensitivity to variable
experimental design parameters. This capability of the extended
model is particularly important for experimental Tesla turbine
design where the goal is not necessarily just maximization of tur-
bine output shaft power. Two important results are indicated from
the efficiency (dimensionless power) derivatives. First, turbine
power sensitivity increases as the wetted disks area decreases. By
contrast, power decreases as the wetted disk area decreases, indi-
cating an engineering design trade-off between power output and
power output sensitivity. Second, for n 	 0:6 Tesla turbine power
output is uniformly sensitive to working fluid Reynolds number
since the power derivative is nearly flat over the whole laminar
operating range. Thus, for a given working fluid mass flow rate in
the laminar range, Tesla turbine power output will change by a
fraction of an order of magnitude while large variation in working
fluid properties modulate Reynolds number by more than three
orders of magnitude.

Nomenclature

A ¼ area
b ¼ gap distance between disks
c ¼ sonic velocity
h ¼ nozzle parameter—height
_m ¼ mass flow rate

_mc ¼ mass flow rate per channel between disks
n ¼ number of disksbn ¼ normal vector

r, �r ¼ disk radius (scaler and vector forms)
Rem ¼ Reynolds number based on mass flow rate
Re�m ¼ modified Reynolds number based on mass flow rate

ri ¼ disk radius at turbine inner diameter
r0 ¼ disk radius at turbine outer diameter

t ¼ disk thickness
Ui ¼ rotor surface tangential velocity at r ¼ ri

U0 ¼ rotor surface tangential velocity at r ¼ r0
�V ¼ velocity vector
_W ¼ turbine shaft powerbW ¼ local dimensionless tangential velocity differencebWi ¼ dimensionless tangential velocity difference at r ¼ ribW 0 ¼ dimensionless tangential velocity difference at r ¼ r0

Fig. 6 The derivative of turbine efficiency (dimensionless power) with respect to Rem plotted
for 0.1 5 n and 0.1 < n < 0.9 at 0.1 increments

032005-6 / Vol. 140, MARCH 2018 Transactions of the ASME



C, �C ¼ torque (scaler and vector forms)
g ¼ turbine efficiency
l ¼ viscosity

�k;i, ��k;i¼ k-direction (radial) velocity at the disk inner radius
(scaler and vector forms)

�k;o, ��k;o ¼ k-direction (radial) velocity at the disk outer radius
(scaler and vector forms)

�h,channel ¼ h-direction (tangential) velocity entering the channels
between disks

�h;i, ��h;i ¼ h-direction (tangential) velocity at the disk inner
radius (scaler and vector forms)

�h;o, ��h;o ¼ h-direction (tangential) velocity at the disk outer
radius (scaler and vector forms)

n ¼ dimensionless radial coordinate, n ¼ r=r0

ni ¼ dimensionless radial coordinate at disk inner radius,
ni ¼ ri=r0

q ¼ density
x ¼ angular velocity (rad/s)
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